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JOIN OUR BOOTH
& GET TO KNOW US

Hello there!

Belgian jazz is booming! 
Again, about 50 agencies, artists, labels, 
festivals, venues and jazz organisations 
are joining forces at Jazzahead this year 
at the Belgian stand.

Visit our booth 6 D02, explore 
and get to know the Belgian jazz scene.

WELCOME! 

LOBKE AELBRECHT LILIANA GRAZIANI 

FLANDERS ARTS INSTITUTE WALLONIE-BRUXELLES MUSIQUES 
LILIANA GRAAAAAZIANILOBKE AELBRECHT
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FLANDERS ARTS INSTITUTE
Flanders Arts Institute is a non-profit organisation for the support of visual 
arts, music and performing arts in Flanders. FAI does research, supports 
practices of artists and organisations, collects and distributes information 
and expertise on and for the arts in Flanders, supports policy-making and 
facilitates long-term international relations and exchange. 

Activities in the field of jazz are: coordinating the Belgian presence at 
Jazzahead, inviting music industry professionals at major events (Ghent 
Jazz Festival, Jazz Brugge e.a.), coordinating the Belgian Jazz Meeting, 
developing a Belgian Jazz Directory and database.

LOBKE AELBRECHT
International Relations Jazz & World
lobke@kunsten.be
M: +32 485 80 61 02 
flandersartsinstitute.be 
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WALLONIA-BRUSSELS MUSIC
WBM was created in 1984 to help artists, producers and publishers from 
the French-speaking community of Wallonia and Brussels to make their 
mark in the musical cultural industry, in all kinds of music. Since then, it 
has developed its work around different axes:

— supporting its presence in music markets, such as Classical:Next, 
Womex, Babel Med, Jazzahead;

— supporting the presence of artists at the major festivals and international 
showcase events

— welcoming foreign professionals at major music events in Wallonia and 
Brussels 

— organizing promotional operations around specific sectors of musical 
activity 

— participating in international networks: EJN (European Jazz Network), 
 ETEP (European Talent Exchange Program) + Re :New/New :Aud

LILIANA GRAZIANI 
International Relations Jazz & World
liliana.graziani@cfwb.be
M: +32 477 727 821
wbm.be
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AFRIKÄN PROTOKÖL
Afrikän Protoköl is the Afro Jazz Sextet of Belgian saxophonist Guillaume 
Van Parys. Jazzy riffs, groove and improvisations merge together into a warm 
and festive transcultural fusion. Established in Burkina Faso in 2013, the band 
releases its second album in May 2017. With a rhythm section from Burkina Faso 
and horns from Belgium, Afrikän Protoköl proposes a colourful and dynamic 
show, original music with universal appeal.

GET IN TOUCH
Guillaume Van Parys
contact@afrikanprotokol.be 
+32 499 167 792
afrikanprotokol.be 
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ANTOINE PIERRE – URBEX
URBEX stands for Urban Exploration and the fascinating aesthetics of 
abandoned old buildings that time tries to embellish with mushrooms, mould 
and stains, while the damp and cold strip the wallpaper and eat into window 
frames. Antoine Pierre’s music echoes this atmosphere; alive yet deserted, 
chaotic but structured. Antoine invents arrangements that are rich, dense and 
that alternate between gentler atmospheres that tend towards the void and then 
spiral into stunning climaxes. He plays with expectations. The compositions and 
arrangements are by turns energetic and apocalyptic and that really come alive 
when played by the octet.

GET IN TOUCH
Antoine Pierre
antoinepierredrums@gmail.com
+32 494 21 00 32
antoinepierre.be
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ART-SPOT.BE
Art-Spot.be is a Ghent-based alternative management agency for jazz musi-
cians, their bands and crossover projects in the performing arts. Art-Spot.be 
represents the following bands and projects: Compro Oro, Hast, Imagine Ray-
mond, John Ghost, Maité: the girl and the bird, Mattias De Craene III, Nightwatch, 
Nordmann, Nordmann Plays Dementia, Orchestra Exotica, The Milk Factory, Too 
Noisy Fish and Vansina Orchestra.

GET IN TOUCH
Lawrence Van Den Eede
Lawrence@art-spot.be
+32 475 904 725
art-spot.be

AARRTTISSTTTSSSS//AAAGGGEENNCCIES
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AUBERGINE ARTIST MANAGEMENT
Aubergine Artist Management is a Brussels-based agency that offers manage-
ment, production, promotion & tour support to some of Belgium’s most talented 
musicians. The focus is on jazz-and-beyond ranging from world music, noise, 
improvisation music, urban sounds, contemporary music, post rock, funk and 
hip hop. Thanks to the expertise the company has built over the years, the team 
regularly collaborates as a production team or consultant for different events, 
festivals and special projects. Aubergine Artist Management represents: Aka 
Moon, BRZZVLL, De Beren Gieren, Kris Defoort, LABtrio, Lynn Cassiers’ Imag-
inary Band and Teun Verbruggen. 

GET IN TOUCH
Stef Vonk
stef@aubergineartistmanagement.com
+32 485 99 02 52
aubergineartistmanagement.com 
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AVENTURA MUSICA / TUUR FLORIZOONE
Aventura Musica is a small Brussels-based music label taking care of the musi-
cal projects around accordionist and composer Tuur Florizoone. He has demon-
strated his control of mastery of mood and atmosphere, based on simple, directly 
appealing material, in award-winning soundtracks such as L’Amour des Moules 
and Aanrijding in Moscou. As an improviser, he’s at his best in open situations 
with freedom and interaction, such as in the collective trio Massot/Florizoone/
Horbaczewski, side project ‘Secrets’ with soprano Claron McFadden, or the duo 
with diatonic accordionist Didier Laloy. Also check out ‘Oliver’s Cinema’, with Eric 
Vloeimans and Jörg Brinkmann.

GET IN TOUCH
Tuur Florizoone
tuurflorizoone@gmail.com
+32 495 47 04 49
aventuramusica.be

AARRTTISSTTTSSSS//AAAGGGEENNCCIES
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AZ PRODUCTION / JOACHIM CAFFONNETTE QUINTET
Joachim Caffonnette’s quintet is one of the major bands of the emerging Bel-
gian jazz scene. Since 2011, the group has been performing a completely original 
repertoire written by its leader, becoming a well-oiled machine after playing two 
years as artists-in- residence at the famous Sounds Jazz Club in Brussels. The 
five jazz cats have played more than 60 gigs together and recorded an EP in 
2014, followed by a first album in 2015 (Simplexity, AZ Productions), acclaimed 
by both press and audience. New album to be released in 2018.

GET IN TOUCH
Joachim Caffonnette
joachimcaffonnette@gmail.com
+32 477 44 62 50
joachimcaffonnette.com
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BM PRODUCTION / BACHOT MUNA
We are a label created in 2010 by the pianist/author/composer/singer/interpreter 
Bachot Muna. We are specialised in Jazz & Dreams, Afro pop, Afro dance, Instru-
mental Ballads, and soundtracks, and offer high quality recording. Our founder 
Bachot Muna, winner of two awards in the year 1999, is well-known as a musical 
icon in Cameroon, his native country, and all across Africa. Bachot performed 
at the Montreal International Jazz Festival 2013 at “Theatre Maisonneuve” with 
success. In 2016 Bachot won the Award of best Latin sound with his track “Sam-
ba Makossa” in LA, USA.

GET IN TOUCH
Bachot Dikoume
bachot@bachotmusic.com
+32 477 46 48 23
bachotmusic.com

AARRTTISSTTTSSSS//AAAGGGEENNCCIES
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BADASS YOGI PRODUCTIONS 
Located in Belgium in the heart of sweet Gaume, by the borders with France, 
Germany and Luxembourg, we provide management, consulting, audiovisual 
production, promotion and tour management services. Consider us a toolbox for 
artists who want to remain independent. Independent production is collabora-
tion. By holding to this value, BYP never compromises artistic value or musicality, 
believing most of all in the integrity of its artists. What you hear on stage or in our 
productions is the artist’s vision, undiluted.

GET IN TOUCH
Laurent Cordier
laurentcordier@byp-online.com
+32 496 80 18 62
artists.byp-online.com
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BESTOV
Bestov is an alternative management and bookings agency from Antwerp, Bel-
gium. We currently represent Flying Horseman, Blackie & the Oohoos, Strand, 
Lyenn, and of course the rock-jazz trio Dans Dans who played a stunning perfor-
mance at Jazzahead 2016.

GET IN TOUCH
Lut Hendrix
lut@bestov.be
+32 472 56 27 59
bestov.be

AARRTTISSTTTSSSS//AAAGGGEENNCCIES
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BIS BOOKINGS
Bis Bookings offers a tailor-made solution to management, bookings and promo-
tion for Belgian bands with character. Joshua focuses on jazz and improvisation, 
with bands like SCHNTZL, Skordatura, Bestiaal and Alfredo.

“SCHNTZL are charting their very own course on their self-titled debut album. 
The references to GoGo Penguin, Brad Mehldau, Steve Reich and Philip Glass 
can be clearly heard. Sparse, layered music, cinematic and atmospheric with 
abundant melodic drums and a delicate touch on the piano. No trace of muscle 
flexing or excess, but concentration and dedication to dig deep into the essence 
of music in beautiful, cinematic, atmospheric sketches.” 
(JAZZENZO MAGAZINE)

GET IN TOUCH
Joshua Dellaert
Joshua@bisbookings.com
+32 485 37 91 14
bisbookings.be
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BRUSSELS JAZZ ORCHESTRA
The Brussels Jazz Orchestra plays jazz with a dynamic orchestral sound root-
ed in jazz tradition. The only professional large jazz ensemble in Belgium has a 
reputation stretching from Singapore to New York. They are frequent guests at 
festivals and stages all over the world. The recordings of the BJO, 21 CDs to date, 
have received international recognition and been awarded numerous prizes. In 
2012 the orchestra was part of the Oscar triumph for the silent film The Artist, as 
co-performer of the soundtrack. The album Wild Beauty featuring Joe Lovano 
(2013) scored two Grammy Award Nominations.

GET IN TOUCH
Koen Maes
koen@brusselsjazzorchestra.com
+32 495 89 90 03
brusselsjazzorchestra.com

AARRTTISSTTTSSSS//AAAGGGEENNCCIES
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CHRYSTEL WAUTIER
In February 2016, the French record label Bonsaï Music released Before a Song, 
the successful album of the talented Belgian author/composer/singer Chrystel 
Wautier. With her band she has already performed in Belgium, France, Switzer-
land, Hungary and Ukraine. Before A Song has earned a spot on the playlist of 
the best French jazz radio stations, such as TSF Jazz and Jazz Radio. Critically 
acclaimed, this album has something fresh, new, unfaltering in its challenge to 
jazz codes to propose a more up-to- date music, with a real new style.  It offers a 
music as complex as minimalistic, accessible, yet sophisticated.

GET IN TOUCH
Christine Boisnier
christine.boisnier@gmail.com
+33 6 62 89 04 86 
chrystelwautier.be
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COMPLICITY / BARBARA WIERNIK
Barbara Wiernik & Nicola Andrioli present Complicity, their first joined album 
which offers us melodious, luminous and airy vocal jazz with very contemporary 
tones. The resolutely modern jazz technique of the pianist and the vocalist’s 
love for jazz and Indian sonorities make this association astonishing and place it 
under the obvious sign of a great complicity. The original compositions of those 
artists take us on an incredible voyage and make us float on the invisible waves 
of moments of pure emotion and joy.

GET IN TOUCH
Barbara Wiernik
barbara.wiernik@gmail.com
+32 479 51 98 63
barbarawiernik.com

AARRTTISSTTTSSSS//AAAGGGEENNCCIES
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DIAB QUINTET
Diab Quintet returns with a second album Seagull Tango, and what a joy it is! The 
quintet demonstrates with this CD just how much maturity they have acquired. 
Jonathan De Neck, in the role of leader, has sketched out nine compositions that 
bring together the worlds of jazz, world and classical music. With subtle and in-
telligent arrangements that enable each of the musicians to bring out their own 
personality, Diab Quintet blends spell-binding melodies with dance rhythms. All 
of this makes for a show full of energy in which nostalgia and melancholy run 
hand in hand, combining pleasure and freedom.

GET IN TOUCH
Jonathan De Neck
diabquintet@gmail.com
+32 494 83 99 93
diab-quintet.com
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FLAT EARTH SOCIETY
The most unreliable music since 1999

FES, led by composer/clarinettist Peter Vermeersch, is and remains Belgium’s 
most original and most daring ‘big band’. Not in the traditional sense of the word, 
but simply because it consists of fifteen musicians. Although the word ‘eclectic’ 
gives them the creeps, it is difficult to describe their exuberant music any other 
way.
BOGGAMASTA (project a.o. 2017-2018) Peter Vermeersch and David Bovée – 
first guitarist of FES and BBC Radio 3 World Music Award winner of 2004 and 
2007 with his ‘Think of One’; – wrote an exuberant repertoire, bringing direct, 
energetic and frenzied music: feverish, delirious and groovy with lots of electro!

GET IN TOUCH
Anniek Vanhee
anniek@fes.be
+32 497 81 28 32
fes.be

AARRTTISSTTTSSSS//AAAGGGEENNCCIES
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GENTLEMANAGEMENT / BLOW TRIO
Blow Trio are one of the latest hot exports from the continent, fusing jazz, punk 
and dance music in their superbly enigmatic live stage shows. Sometime referred 
to by fans as ‘Drum n Sax’, this young band cut their teeth in underground clubs 
across Belgium and the Netherlands and have been known to perform flash 
street performances in some very unusual settings. Their pioneering style and 
appearance quickly gained them notoriety online where in no time they had 
amassed over 10,000 followers for their outlandish shows and soon caught the 
attention of major national promoter Live Nation, who instantly snapped them up 
for representation in their home country. The band went on to electrify audiences 
at festivals in France, England, Spain and even Brazil.

GET IN TOUCH
Maarten Decock
maarten@gentlemanagement.be
gentlemanagement.be
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IGOR GEHENOT TRIO
The young Belgian pianist Igor Gehenot has been a revelation at the heart of 
his trio, picking up many awards including recognition from the UK’s Jazzwise 
magazine. His new project, alongside French bugler Alex Tassel, winner of the 
2011 Adami Jazz Talent Award and leading light of both the French acoustic 
and electric jazz scenes, brings together the best of the young European jazz 
musicians. Delta, with its robust melodies, elegant swing and embedded groove, 
was recorded in October 2016 on Igloo. Through magical and romantic tones, 
Gehenot and his friends create a textured sound, rich in colour and poetry.

GET IN TOUCH
Igor Gehenot
+32 498 71 75 67
igor.g@live.be
igorgehenot.com

AARRTTISSTTTSSSS//AAAGGGEENNCCIES
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INSIDE JAZZ MANAGEMENT
Inside Jazz Management was founded by Jens Tytgat in 2006. With a decade 
of experience, the agency has lent their vision and experience to a broad array 
of projects and events. Inside Jazz Management is a Ghent-based agency that 
provides all-encompassing management to jazz artists. Our mission is to guide, 
develop and improve our artists’ careers by means of close collaboration. Inside 
Jazz offers a 360° model covering management, production, communication 
and tour support. Musicians represented by Inside Jazz use jazz as a language 
to communicate with any possible genre, from Americana over classical to rock 
and avant-garde.

GET IN TOUCH
Jens Tytgat
+32 486 84 09 77
jens@insidejazz.be
insidejazz.be
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JAZZLAB SERIES
JazzLab Series maintains a large and active network, devoted to bringing Bel-
gian jazz to a wide and ever growing audience. Each month JazzLab Series takes 
a jazz band on tour, giving them centre stage in a number of arts centres and 
concert venues, thus assuring a solid place for jazz amidst all kinds of music 
and art programs. JazzLab Series has taken a decisive role in professionalising 
Belgian jazz in the last 25 years. Furthermore, it organises a range of networking 
events, on a national and international level, and is one of the leading forces in 
the Criss Cross Europe partnership.

GET IN TOUCH
Mik Torfs
mik.torfs@jazzlabseries.be
+32 9 243 36 83
jazzlabseries.be

AARRTTISSTTTSSSS//AAAGGGEENNCCIES
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JEF NEVE
Jef Neve just released his brand new album Spirit Control after more than 2,5 
years of touring with the solo album ONE. On tour with a band again now: pi-
ano, drums, bass and a string quartet. A new and very positive sound, a mix 
of inspirations coming from Jef’s classical background, his experience as a film 
composer, and the music that inspires him during his travels. Jef: “Spirit Control, 
or the idea that your mind is finally doing what you always desired, the thought 
that you are taking the wheel now, a fantastic feeling of freedom.”

GET IN TOUCH
Pieter Kindt
pieter@silverbyrd.com
+32 478 94 35 18
jefneve.com
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JELLE VAN GIEL GROUP
Jelle Van Giel Group’s second album takes you along on a new journey. The Jour-
ney contains eight compositions in which you recognize Jelle’s inspiration from 
daily life, but also from his overwhelming travels and experiences. Again, these 
are Songs For Everyone (debut album), that make everyone wander through 
magical, musical landscapes. “I love it! Thoughtful compositions and great play-
ing on Jelle Van Giel’s second album.” (ARI HOENIG)

GET IN TOUCH
Jelle Van Giel
jellevgdrums@gmail.com
+32 473 45 12 28
jellevangiel.be

AARRTTISSTTTSSSS//AAAGGGEENNCCIES
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MET-X transform sounds from the belly of the city into a unique musical uni-
verse. The acoustic universe is closely linked to that of the steaming capital: 
sometimes loud, sometimes soft, sometimes beautiful, sometimes ugly. Never 
smooth. Always exciting. Moving music. Music that moves. 
Mâäk is one of Belgium’s longest existing and most active avant-gardist jazz 
collectives. The quintet is the starting point of all other projects of the other 
Mâäk projects. The musicians always look for new sonic, rhythmic and harmonic 
possibilities, and thus show a sense of freedom, progress, discovery and adven-
ture! Mâäk & MET-X are now merged into one production house for and from 
musicians. 

GET IN TOUCH
Laurent Blondiau 
laurent.blondiau@gmail.com 
+32 477 49 11 59 
met-x.be 

MET-X / MÂÄK
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NU:BE
Thomas Champagne is presenting Sweet Day, the first album of his band 
Thomas Champagne Random House! Thomas Champagne is out to discover 
a new soundscape. With Guillaume Vierset (gt), Ruben Lamon (db) and Alain 
Deval (dm). The search for new sensations leads to an exploration of sound. 
The bare playing better underlines the sharpness of the melodies. The mood 
veers between introspection and a spontaneous swing that is full of relief. 
Random House is doing just that, without forgetting its roots, nor the swing, 
nor the groove.

GET IN TOUCH
Thomas Champagne 
chamatho@gmail.com
+32 496 15 17 01
thomaschampagne.be

AARRTTISSTTTSSSS//AAAGGGEENNCCIES
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ORCHESTRE DU BELGISTAN / GRÉGOIRE TIRTIAUX
Grégoire Tirtiaux’s musicianship doesn’t stop at style or genre. Skilled for impro-
vised music and jazz, he also worked with gnawa musicians, Indian dhrupad and 
carnatic musicians, gipsy, Arabic and many African musicians. The numerous 
projects in which he participates as a leader or a sideman stretch from solo to 
big band, mixing written and improvised music. In his solo he translates sounds 
from around the world through his baritone sax, sending the audience into vari-
ous musical landscapes, talking with the spirits.

GET IN TOUCH
Gregoire Tirtiaux
grangoire@yahoo.fr
+32 477 24 84 19
soundcloud.com/user-578906362
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PIERRE DE SURGÈRES TRIO
After a first trio album widely applauded, the pianist Pierre de Surgères confirms 
he’s an original composer and a born improviser. Accompanied by Teun Ver-
bruggen and Félix Zurstrassen, they dare take on a second opus full of surprises. 
Even if the first desire is to explore new territories, Pierre and his companions 
always make sure to tell a story. Thus, they present melodies that you keep in 
mind long after listening and a very personal sense of groove. One can detect 
the influences of Steve Coleman and Olivier Messiaen.

GET IN TOUCH
Pierre de Surgères
pierredesurgeres@gmail.com
+32 486 47 23 71
pierredesurgeres.com

AARRTTISSTTTSSSS//AAAGGGEENNCCIES
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REDCAT ARTISTS
Brussels-based booking agency representing both national and international, 
emerging and established artists in Belgium and beyond. Currently booking 
internationally: Pascal Schumacher, OTOMACHINE, Michel Bisceglia Trio and 
Viktor Lazlo. Pascal Schumacher opens up new horizons in collaboration with 
Maxime Delpierre (guitar) and Collectif Scale (scenography). New album Drops 
& Points out now. OTOMACHINE give their own unique version of funk-jazz. This 
15-headed beast consists of Belgium’s finest jazz and pop musicians. It’s crazy, 
powerful and immaculately precise. Michel Bisceglia celebrates 20 years of re-
cordings with a new trio album, set to be released in 2018. Viktor Lazlo releases 
his comeback album in autumn 2017.

GET IN TOUCH
Kati Van de Velde
kati.vandevelde@redcatartists.com
+32 476 98 25 00
 redcatartists.com
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SCENEOFF
SceneOff asbl’s mission is to manage and internationally promote its musical 
talent, produce their CDs and assist them in the creation of musical projects 
that are naturally set off the beaten track. Because the paths we come across are 
the ones that provide us with the opportunities for wonderful adventures and 
great discoveries, the ones that feed the depths of our soul. Our talents: IALMA, 

MUSIC 4 A WHILE, OSMAN MARTINS & QUATUOR MP4, ESTEBAN MURILLO, DAHM, 

TONI MORA QUARTET.

GET IN TOUCH
Michel Schoonbroodt 
sceneoff@outlook.com
+32 474 50 43 51
 sceneoff.com

AARRTTISSTTTSSSS//AAAGGGEENNCCIES
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SMV PRODUCTIONS / CAROLL VANWELDEN
Caroll is a brilliant singer, pianist and composer, and this she shows us on her 
latest album Portraits of Brazil (Enja Records), where she interprets Brazilian 
songs in her own and unique way. Caroll’s musical life motto “less is more” char-
acterises the amazing acoustic, intimate and pure sound of the album. Having 
released 6 albums under her own name and having played at many European 
Festivals, Caroll has shown us once again her very varied skills with passion for 
beautiful melodies and continues to captivate us with her incredibly warm tim-
bre and very colourful voice.

GET IN TOUCH
Caroll Vanwelden
info@carollvanwelden.com
+32 477 43 80 12
carollvanwelden.com
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SO-WHAT? PRODUCTIONS
So What? Productions is a booking and management for Belgium-based artists, 
working in the areas of world, jazz and crossover music secretariat, assistance 
& accountancy NPO management. So What? has the following artists under its 
wings: Afrikän Protoköl, Close up5, Manu Hermia [Jazz for kids], Hom(m)age à/
to Paco de Lucia, Hijaz, Steve Houben, The Real Sax Section, Pierre de Surgères 
Trio, Taxìdi, Unfixed [Houben-Dupont-Pougin], Whocat.

GET IN TOUCH
Cathy Lorge
cathy@silex.net
+32 485 80 89 37
so-what-productions.com

AARRTTISSTTTSSSS//AAAGGGEENNCCIES
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SPINACH PIE RECORDS / ALAIN PIERRE
In his personal approach of jazz, Alain Pierre uses classical guitar techniques 
on the 6- and 12-string guitars, which is definitely one of the key features of his 
style. His compositions and playing arise from the influences of the luxuriant 
acoustic jazz of the 70’s. Throughout his career, he has always led his own pro-
jects. In the same vein, creating his own label for his music and for the musicians 
he loves was a very logical step. “Spinach Pie Records” was born in January 2016 
(www.spinachpierecords.com).

GET IN TOUCH
Alain Pierre
alain.pierre.guitarist@gmail.com
+32 486 678 192
alainpierre.com
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STILLETTO
Stilletto PRoductions: put your b[r]and in the spotlight 

European PR coordinator for international artists: Avishai Cohen, Kurt Rosen-
winkel, Fred Hersch 
Press agency covering BeNeLux area working for jazz labels and musicians. Cur-
rently working for Afrikän Protoköl, Manu Hermia, Barbara Wiernik, Jelle Van 
Giel, David Thomaere, Antoine Pierre, Thomas Champagne, Close Up 5, Ikarus 
Band, Christoph Irniger, Matthias Spillmann, ECM….

GET IN TOUCH
Inge De Pauw
inge@stilletto.be
+32 473 12 32 37
stilletto.be

AARRTTISSTTTSSSS//AAAGGGEENNCCIES
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TOO NOISY FISH
“Too Noisy Fish continue to rip up the pages of the piano trio rule book.” 
(DAVE LYNCH, ALLMUSIC.COM)

Too Noisy Fish is breaking new boundaries. They explore in total freedom any 
style or inspiration: jazz, film, classic, ambient, experimental or rock. TNF, aka the 
rhythm section of the slightly deranged Belgian big band Flat Earth Society, is in 
free range mode. Their latest project Nightwatch is a performance with film (by 
Trisha De Cuyper & Jan Lapeire), music (by Peter Vandenberghe) and spoken 
word by the celebrated Belgian writer Dimitri Verhulst.

GET IN TOUCH
Peter Vandenberghe
ptr.vdb@scarlet.be
+32 476 50 72 84
toonoisyfish.be
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ZEPHYRUS MUSIC
Production house, management company and record label supporting Belgian 
top artists worldwide. Zephyrus Music strongly encourages the mixture of 
cultures and musical genres. Often jazz is the artistic language to successful-
ly mix different musical traditions from over the world, resulting into original 
and surprising creations. Actual projects that we have released, produced and 
managed are Black Flower (Ethio oriental dub jazz), Hijaz (Arab Mediterranean 
jazz), Jamaican Jazz Orchestra (Reggae rocksteady jazz), Dizzy Madjeku & Alé 
Kumá (Colombian Congolese afro roots), Daniel Dzidzonu (Urban afrobeat) and 
La Panika (Balkan brass).

GET IN TOUCH
Wout Van Putten
wout@zephyrusmusic.be
+32 485 60 12 06
zephyrusmusic.be

AARRTTISSTTTSSSS//AAAGGGEENNCCIES
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ZIG ZAG WORLD
Zig Zag World is an international management agency based in Brussels, Bel-
gium. Its activities are focused on production of CD’s & DVD’s, publishing, book-
ing & artistic consultancy for artists & bands, with an emphasis on innovative, 
creative, groovy and colorful music whether from World, Fusion or Jazz. Artists: 
Vocal Sampling (A Cappella from Cuba), Hus & The Next Generation (Power 
Jazz), Didier Laloy (Chamber Folk), BJ Scott presents Satin Dolls (Blues-Jazz).

GET IN TOUCH
Poney Gross
info@zigzagworld.be
+32 2 537 25 25
zigzagworld.be
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IGLOO RECORDS
IGLOO Records was initially created in Belgium to cater for improvised and elec-
tro-acoustic music, but gradually specialised in modern jazz. It has released ma-
terial by most of Belgium’s jazz talent, including Philip Catherine, Eric Legnini, or 
Diederik Wissels as well as younger talents such as Mélanie De Biasio, Antoine 
Pierre and Igor Gehenot. IGLOO Records runs a number of separate imprints. 
IGLOOMONDO is home to world-based projects such as Majid Bekkas and Kel 
Assouf. IGLOO+ release left-field material such as Flat Earth Society or Manu 
Louis. Factice showcases Belgian French-speaking artists such as Mochélan and 
Karim Gharbi.

GET IN TOUCH
Rémi Planchenault/Fanny De Marco
info@igloorecords.be
+32 2 538 90 01
igloorecords.be
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SOLIDUDE RECORDS
Solidude Records is an independent record label based in Ghent, Belgium, with 
a strong focus on crossover and contemporary jazz. In its first year of existence, 
Solidude Records released 5 CD’s, two of which were selected “editor’s choice 
of the week” by Belgian Jazz magazine/website “Jazzmozaïek”, and received 
4-star reviews. Several releases have been picked up by local and national radio 
stations and specialised press/blogs in Belgium, The Netherlands and the US.

GET IN TOUCH
Joshua Dellaert
joshua@soliduderecords.com
+32 485 37 91 14
soliduderecords.com
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GET IN TOUCH
Danny Theuwis
danny.theuwis@leuven.be
+32 484 94 69 80
30CC.be

30CC
Welcome to Leuven! One of the oldest and most beautiful university cities of 
Europe, with a very rich cultural scene.  30CC is the cultural centre of Leuven, we 
offer a varied programme all year round. We do more than 300 productions on 
yearly basis. We focus on jazz, modern classical and world music, and each year 
in March we organise Leuven Jazz Festival. 
Name dropping: Fred Hersch, Bill Frisell, Phronesis, Oddarrang, Bugge Wes-
seltoft, Adhd,  Avishai Cohen Quartet, De Beren Gieren, Melanie de Biasio, LAB-
trio, Brussels Jazz Orchestra, …
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B-JAZZ INTERNATIONAL CONTEST
B-Jazz is an international contest for young jazz musicians (30 years max) from 
all over the world, organised by Muziekmozaïek for the 39th time in 2018. All per-
formances are broadcasted live online and each finalist takes home high quality 
recordings of their concert, both in audio as well as video format. The finalists of 
this contest are judged by an international jury and the winner of B-Jazz gets the 
chance to play clubs and festivals in Spain, Italy, the Netherlands and Belgium.

GET IN TOUCH
Pablo Smet
info@b-jazz.be
+32 475 29 72 87
b-jazz.be
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BIJLOKE MUSIC CENTER
De Bijloke Music Centre is an internationally oriented space for artistic creation 
and presentation, keeping a close watch on cultural and social evolution. We 
invite artists and audience to engage in a critical/creative dialogue. De Bijloke 
presents music in an  organic and dynamic way. Our field of operation stretch-
es from musical heritage to the contemporary canon, including interaction with 
other art forms.

GET IN TOUCH
Kristof Roseeuw
+32 9 323 61 00
debijloke.be

VVEENNUUUEEESSS///FFFEESSSTTIVVALS
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Brosella Folk & Jazz festival (1977), considered the oldest cultural event of its 
kind in Brussels, is a must in Belgium’s cultural landscape. The music, of the 
highest quality, is in perfect harmony with the enchanting place (a welcoming 
open-air theater nestled within an oasis of greenery, near the Atomium) which 
exudes a rare and unique sense of calm and intimacy. The youngest are not for-
gotten either, thanks to Brosella Kids, specially devoted to them (with concerts, 
shows, theater and creative workshops).

GET IN TOUCH
Koen Maes
koen@brosella.be
+32 2 474 06 41
brosella.be

BROSELLA FOLK & JAZZ FESTIVAL
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HANDELSBEURS CONCERTZAAL
Handelsbeurs is a music venue that presents and commissions a wide array 
of different styles and genres, ranging from classical to contemporary and 
everything in between, including jazz, indie rock, pop and world music. Every 
November sees them organise the Istanbul Ekspres – a festival focusing on 
the Istanbul music scene – and the end of April/start of May always features 
Ha’Fest – an exciting and innovative festival with both concerts and musical 
interventions. Handelsbeurs is housed in an authentic historical building that 
boasts a cosy foyer and beautiful concert hall with a capacity of 380 seated or 
750 standing places.

GET IN TOUCH
Wim Wabbes
wim.wabbes@handelsbeurs.be
handelsbeurs.be

VVEENNUUUEEESSS///FFFEESSSTTIVVALS
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KAAP
KAAP is an interdisciplinary arts centre located in the Belgian cities of Brug-
es and Ostend. With two jazz concert venues and a proper jazz label ‘W.E.R.F’., 
KAAP is one of the key figures in the development of the Belgian jazz scene. 
In addition to their support of Belgian jazz musicians, they are one of the main 
platforms in Flanders when it comes to presenting the cream of the crop of the 
international jazz scene, often focusing on both the new breed of talents and the 
edgy and contemporary.

GET IN TOUCH
Benny Claeysier
benny@kaap.be
+32 475 56 69 70
kaap.be
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LEUVEN JAZZ 
Welcome to Leuven! One of the oldest and most beautiful university cities of Eu-
rope, with a very rich cultural scene. Each year in March 30CC organises Leuven 
Jazz Festival. In 2018 we celebrate the 6th edition already: plenty of international 
stars, local talent and a wide range of jazz-related activities from jazz movies and 
expo’s to spoken word performances.
Name dropping: Archie Shepp, Plaisto, Stefano Bollani, Chris Potter, Robin 
Verheyen NY Quartet, Shai Maestro, Logan Richardson, STUFF., Drifter, Dave 
Holland, …

GET IN TOUCH
Danny Theuwis
danny.theuwis@leuven.be
+32 484 94 69 80
leuvenjazz.be

VVEENNUUUEEESSS///FFFEESSSTTIVVALS
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TRAVERS EMOTION
This association has been programming concerts since 1978 in jazz, blues as well 
as classical. The most important events are two festivals:
LES SENTIERS DE SART-RISBART.BE

4 days of cosy concerts in August and a few more during the year
ROYAL PARK MUSIC FESTIVAL.BE

takes place on the 4 first Sundays of July under the Brussels Park’s kiosk, just 
in front of the King’s Palace.

Throughout the season, Travers Emotion organises concerts in Sart-Risbart in 
different venues and in le Rideau Rouge.be, a subdued tone club in Lasne, about 
30 kilometers south of Brussels.

GET IN TOUCH
Jules Imberechts
jules@travers.be
+32 476 97 21 42
travers.be
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JAZZMOZAÏEK - MUZIEKMOZAÏEK VZW
Muziekmozaïek vzw supports and inspires folk and jazz musicians in Flanders, 
Belgium and abroad. Musicians, venues and fans can contact us for all kinds 
of advice. A variety of events & activities are organized. To name but a few: 
(inter)national jazz contests, jazz academies, jazz publications, workshops, lec-
tures and so on. Jazzmozaïek is the magazine on jazz in Flanders, which appears 
every three months. It gives a broad view on numerous events, activities and 
evolutions in the (inter)national jazz scene. Each issue is filled with interviews, 
articles and reviews written by a dynamic team.

GET IN TOUCH
Filip Verneert
filip.verneert@muzmoz.be
+32 2 532 28 38
muziekmozaiek.be

FLANDERS ARTS INSTITUTE
See page 4

WALLONIE-BRUXELLES MUSIQUES
See page 5
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LOBKE AELBRECHT
Flanders Arts Institute 

LAURENT BLONDIAU
MET-X / Mâäk

CHRISTINE BOISNIER
Chrystel Wautier

JOACHIM CAFFONNETTE
AZ Production

THOMAS CHAMPAGNE
NU:BE

LIZE COLSON
Aubergine Artist Management

LAURENT CORDIER
Badass Yogi Productions

MAARTEN DECOCK
Gentlemanagement

EVELIEN DE JAEGER
JazzLab Series

JOSHUA DELLAERT
Bis Bookings + Solidude Records

FANNY DE MARCO
Igloo Records

JONATHAN DE NECK
Diab Quintet
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INGE DE PAUW
Stilletto

PIERRE DE SURGÈRES
Pierre de Surgères Trio

TUUR FLORIZOONE
Aventura Musica

IGOR GEHENOT
Igor Gehenot Trio

LILIANA GRAZIANA
Wallonia-Brussels Music Poney 

PONEY GROSS
Zig Zag World

LUT HENDRIX
Bestov

VINCENT HEYVAERT
Inside Jazz Management

JULES IMBERECHTS
Travers Emotion

PIETER KINDT
Jef Neve

CATHY LORGE
So-What? Productions

KOEN MAES
Brussels Jazz Orchestra + Brosella

WWHHOO’’SSS WWWWHHHOOO
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MARC MEEUWISSEN
Flat Earth Society

BACHOT MUNA
BM Production

ALAIN PIERRE
Spinach Pie Records

ANTOINE PIERRE
URBEX 

RÉMI PLANCHENAULT
Igloo Records

MICHEL SCHOONBROODT
SceneOff

PABLO SMET
Jazzmozaïek / B-Jazz 

DANNY THEUWIS
30CC / Leuven Jazz

GRÉGOIRE TIRTIAUX
Orchestre du Belgistan

MIK TORFS
JazzLab Series

JENS TYTGAT
Inside Jazz Management

PETER VANDENBERGHE
Too Noisy Fish
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LAWRENCE VAN DEN EEDE
Art-Spot

KATI VAN DE VELDE
Redcat Artists

JELLE VAN GIEL
Jelle Van Giel Group

ANNIEK VANHEE
Flat Earth Society

GUILLAUME VAN PARYS
Afrikän Protoköl

WOUT VAN PUTTEN
Zephyrus Music

CAROLL VANWELDEN
SMV Productions

FILIP VERNEERT
Jazzmozaïek / B-Jazz 

STEF VONK
Aubergine Artist Management

WIM WABBES
Handelsbeurs

WWHHOO’’SSS WWWWHHHOOO

BARBARA WIERNIK
Complicity

MAAIKE WUYTS
Aubergine Artist Management
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